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FOREWORD:

The present paper is based on lectures given at Columbia

University (Sociology of Conflict, Sociology 127) Winter Term 1958,
Its aim is to present the outlines of a conceptual framework in socioe
logical terms that can be used for the analysis of social conflict, a
set of propositions with no claim to completeness, and a more thorough
analysis of two selected topics.

At some points illustrations are given of the propositions,
but no claim is made to tenability except a kind of theoretical claims
the propositions make sense within the framework presented,

The quasi-

axiomatic form the paper is given is not intended to be the final form,
but to serve as an aid in this preliminary and more programmatic stage.
However, it seems that some parts of the sociology of conflict are quite

amenable to more formalised treatment, at least within a word-calculus.

Johan Galt
Department of Sociology
Columbia University
New York
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1.

From gonsral sociological theory.

DEF 1:

By an actioncsysten we mean @ system of actors. If there is

only one actor, we shall call it a personal
- If there
are teo or mre actors interacting, es shall mall i¢ @ social
system.

"Actor" and "interaction" are to be conceived of as primitive terms
DEF lol:

By a

the

we mean a social system whose members perceive

ves as set apart from other individuals. A group

is hence a dichotomy of ali individuals in in-group members
and outegroup members.
DEF 1.2:

By a soc:
and has a

individual.
DEF 1.3:

we mean a group which is self-maintaining
‘e=span longer than the lives of the single

By individualistic orientation we mean an orientation

where all actions are evaluated as to the effects for
the personal system of the individual actor.

By coliectivistic orientation we mean the orientation

where all actions are evaluated as to the effects for
@ social system the individual actor is a member of,
A person with an individualistic orientation acts on behalf of
himself; a person with a collectivistic orientation acts on behalf of a social system which he may bo said to represent or to
be an executive of.
‘
We make use of the remaining four of Parsons’ pattern variables
to define primary and secondary relation:

DEF lo:

By a brinary relation we mean a relation between actors

where

particularistic

‘tion is

diffuse

affective

quality

By a Sgecnsery relation we mean a relation between actors
where
on
universalistic
DEF 1.5:

specific

effactively
neutral

performance

By a status in a social system we msan a set of expecta=
tions (norms) from others directed to the holder of the

status,

DEF 1.6:

By a statuseset we mean the set of statuses held by one
individual.

DEF 1.7:

By a role the expected interaction of one status-holder
with holders of ‘one other status.

DSF 1.8:

By a rolo-set we mean the set of roles constituting one
status..

We then introduce four variables of importance for all interaction-anas
lysis:

1.

luency

20
30

and 4,

Oo!

of interaction with Alter:

Ci

infrequent - - frequent

action
Alter: specific « ~ diffuse
of Alter as a person: weak - ~ strong

Gathexis of Alter:

strongly
negative

negative

neutral

positive

strongly
positive

The following propositions seem important:
YROP 1.1:

The more frequent the interaction, the stronger the cognition

PROP 1.2:

The stronger the cognition, the more diffuse the scope of
the interaction

and these two together give:
PROP 1,3:

The more frequent
the interaction.

the interaction tne more diffuse tHe scope of

The last proposition is obviously not valid for the case where the interacting
parties share the knowledge that the interaction will bs highly infrequent,
so that the famous "stranger-effect" may devalop. These three propositions
express to some extent ths same thing, i.e., how different factors relating
to how "primary" a relation between Ego and Alter is are related.
The three variables can be tentatively related to the fourth variable:
PROP 1.4:

The more primary the relation to Alter, the stronger the cathexis negative or positive.
Frop 1.4.1:
Prop 1.4.2:

Prop 1.4.3:

The more frequent ths interaction, the stronger the cathexis.
‘The more diffuse the interaction, the stronger the cathexis.

The stronger tho cognition, the stronger the cathexis.
‘roquent

diffuse
trong

Primary
relation
Secondary

relation
cathexis
negative
(hate)

r

cathexis
positive
(Love)

What we esgentially say is that more knowledge, more frequent interaction
and more diffuse orientation do not necessarily lead to "friendship"
or positive cathexis, only to stronger cathexis,

If this is right, we

would expect the high amount of ambivalence in primary relations - the
rapid change from love to hatred=to increase with increments of the first
three variables, and that techniques for avoidanes of the ambivalence

consist in decrements in the three variables, or at least the first two
(making the interaction less frequent limiting the scope of the interaction),

This seoms to maks good sense.

‘

>

2.

Values and meansesnd matrices.

DEF 2:

A valuo~standard’is-a standard eccording to which phenomena can

bedividedthose which are good (have positive values, should
be pursued), those which are bad

(have negative value, should be

Sne and those which are neutral (where the attitude is indifferent)».

Instead of "positive value" we often say for short just "value".

"Good", "bad" and "neutral" are to be conceived of as primitive
terms.

DEF 2.1:

DEF 2,2:

By a value-chain (or a value-hie:

we msan an

red) set of values, such
ordered or (partially
in the chain is instrumental
value
one
of
that realization
to the realization of the values above it.

A value is a meansevalue (heterotelic value) if it is
instrumental To some value.

A value is an end-value (autotelic value, goal-state) if
it 46 not perceived as instrumental to any valus, but
"4s a value in itself."
"Ysans" and "ends" are relative concepts only, in the sense that

it depends on the context (where we are in the value-chain or the

valus=pyramid) whether a value shall be conceived of as a means
or an end.

DEF 2.3:

A value is an ultimate ond (goal) if it is conceived of
az a means in none or very few contexts only.

Imagine that we have a set of ends and a set of means, Clearly,
the same means may have consequences that are ccnducive to the realization
of one end and detrimental to another end. This mans that a means-value

can be ovaluated by using an end=valuse as a standard as to the kind of
consequences it has for the end. These evaluations can be conceived of as

forming a scale from <1 (completely detrimental) through 0 (no. relevant
consequence for that endvalue) to41 (completely conducive). To make
better use of these ideas, we define:
DEF 2.42

A neans-ond matrix is a matrix with olements 933 where eid is
the evaluation of the consequences of means no, 4 when end no. Jj
is used as a valueestandard:

ends

123

J

n

“BjyorescecceccceresOin

Read horizontally, the matrix tells us to what extent a means

is able to satisfy different ends.

Read vertically, the matrix tells us to what extent an end is
satisfied by the different means.

To
make it more
oe
c completes
.
ite, we must gigive different
rent weigh’ts to 0 the means and
Means can ba given

weights according to their relative
SENCE o
Fadacan be given weights
according to ther Tieertanes,
Clearly, the culture of a social system or particularly of a group or a
society expresses itself in the means<end matrix of the system, although
it might be dangerous to identify it with the matrix, For soms of the yg

positions about conflict we need a definition concerning the relation of
an individual to a group:
DEF 2.5:

‘ie say that an individual is the more integrated into a group
1.

‘the more he has internalized the msans-end matrix of the

2.

the more he has of a collectivistic orientation relative to

group, and

outegroups.

“5
3.

Structural-functional analysis and social change.

DEF 3:

By a structure we mean something which is described as a mans. By a
function we man a value-standard for evaluating the effects of struc«
tures as positively functional, negatively functional and nonefunce
tional.
Instead of saying that a "structure has a positive function" we often
sey for short that it "has a function". Thus "function" is given a
double maning: as ths name of the standard and as the name of the
positive values the standard gives to the effects of some structures.

With these definitions of "structure" end "function" it becomes clear

that what is called "structural-functional" analysis can be conceived of as
the analysis of suitable slice of a value-hierarchy, where the bottom layer of
the slice is the structures (i.e., the means) and the top layer the functions

(ic@ey the ands to be pursued), A useful tool for this analysis is the means=

end matrix, which we now shall call the structural~functional matrix.
DEF. 3.1:

Bya Berewae se-f matrix we mean the functions, structures and

evalua’

as

they are perceived by a system member or group.

By

the actual sef matrix we mean the s-f matrix as the "disinterested

observer” would assess them after careful observation of the system.
The s-f matrix is above all an analytical tool for the analysis of social
change, as we have argued elsewhere. For action-system to ba in equilibrium
there must obviously be some kind of a balance between structures and funce

tions, in the sense that 2 structure must not ba too negatively functional,

nor must a function be such that it evaluates too many structures nogatively,

etc. This Ieads
DEF 3,2:

,

By,a balanced eaf matrix we moan the matrix of a syoten in oquilie
Ue

A necessary condition for the matrix to bs balanced seems to be that no struce
tures ‘have non-positive weighted suas of consequences, and no functions have
non-positive weighted sums of evaluations. If the matrix is not balanced
change can be predicted in such a direction as to cotain a balanced matrix,
or more correctly: a matrix that is perceived by the power=holders to be bale
anced,
With this as a background tiree very fundamental and comprehensive

axioms can be formulated:
Axiom 3,1:

All action-cyetens will ory to achieve s-f mitrices that are Bor-

ceived

as

cede

iS

is an expression

‘amous

"gi

Grectedness behavior", where it is understood that the

goal is constantly changed and the efforts to obtain balance be=
tween structures and functions constantly redirected.

Axiom 3.2:

All sotesisters will tzy to avoid disparate sef matrices for

ie ays
3S

im,

because

y van

@

of one

or actions

is an expression of the famous “avoidance of dissonance".

The avoidance will take the following forms:
1.

Efforts to obtain consensus about the sef matrices, %. @o, of
‘unctions to be pursued, ths structures to be used and
the evaluations of the structures.

-6=
2.

session of

8

=F matrices, 7

of the

system with divergent perceived

&-

Segregation and devaluation

be

Denial of expression

c.

Extinction

3. Splitting of the gisten in subesystems with maximum within
an
‘CONSENSUS
The first of these patterns is used in groups favoring the prace
tice of “unanimous vote! and in persons arriving at rational

choices.

The second pattarn is used in very different forms, as

when a uemocracy suppregses the minority and lets the majority
gef matrix be that of tiie system, when a dictatorship suppresses

the opposition by extermination or by denying it means of exprese
sion end when a person shppresses a diverging urge.

The third

pattern is the usual phenomenon of faction~formition, or of “split
personality". Essentially, all of these very different dissonance=avoidance techniques are made use of by both personal and
social systems>

Axton 3.3:

All action-systems with simon perceived s-f mtrices will tend
tenosncy
the
@ an expression of
e
Oo form su]
etc.
goals,
similar
of
basis
the
Fouards papteration on

fn
4,

Fundamental Concepts in The Theory of Conflict

system:

We are now in a position to define “epnflict" as a property of an action

DEF 4a:

Conflict is said to exist im an actaon-system if two or more values are
pursued and they are/nerceived as Gncompatible or mutually exclusive.

Conflict thus becomes a concept closely linked to the concept of "value". To
link this definition better in with what we have said in sections 2 and 3, let
us add a definition which is considered as 4 more precise version of the

definition above:
DEF 4b:

E

Conflict is said to exist in an action-systen if two or more s-f matrices
are pursued end they are perceived as incompatible or mutually

exclusive (see axion 3.2).

With reference to the three fundamental axiags at the end of section 3, it

becomes at once clear what we should mean by "solving a conflict":

DEF 4c:

A conflict is said to be solved if p unified s-f£ matrix is obtained for
the action-system (see axiom 3.3).
With these definitions as our point of departure we can start building

a real conceptual framework for the analysis}ef conflicts. This will here be done
by introducing 10 dichotemiés in the definitions 4.1 to 4.10. Like most dichotomies

in sociology, they are really disguised continua

and should be conceived es such,

but the simplification that dichotemizing brings about is se useful for our purpose
that we shall present it that way.

DEF 4.1:

By

coguitive disagreement in the 2ction-system we mean dissensus about

what is to be considered

"true" of "false.

By value-disagreemont or conflict! in the scticn-systom we moan

dissensus sbout Ghat is to be coysiderec “good” or “bad”.

It seems very important to distinguish between these two forms of disagreement,
as only the latter will be called conflict} A totully different thing is that 2
latent value-disagreement may manifest itself as a cognitive disagreement, where

this is one of many forms in which a confljct may be acted. out~ but in this case

we would say that we are really dealing with a conflict.

As we have tied "conflict" to "value, ali the dimensions for classifying

values become automatically dimensions for jehe classification of conflicts.

ehall not here try to classify values according to “institutional realm" (see

We

section 9) but make use of two important dihensions: position of the value in
the hierarchy,’ and salience.

DEF 4.2:

The conflict is fundamental if it,is over Ond-values or functions. It
is less fundamental if there is agreement sbout which functions to be

pursued, but disagreement about the relative weights to be given to them,

Be
The conflict is ponefeadehnta if it is over means-values
agreement about the ends.
or structures, and there

It is even loss fundamental if there is agreement ebout

which structures to be used, but disagreement abou® the

relative weights to be given to them.

.

Ig there is agreement about the functions, agreement about the structures and

agreement about the two kinds of relative weights, we can safely say that

there is no conflict present in the system. There may still be disagreement
sbout exactly what are the effects of the structures so that the evaluations
will be different, but that will be cognitive disagreement only. Many nonfundamental conflicts will probably be: reducible to cognitive disagreement.

DEF 4.3:

‘here is said to be actual conflict in the system if a "disinterested

observer" finds that thore if conflict.
There is said to be
system if the actor

@ conflict.

conflict or conflict alone in the

percoivetl

(s)

‘

dously or subconsciously perceived (s)

Hence we get the trivial, but useful fpurfold-table -

ectuea

|

{
perceived

not

perceived

conflict

L

| not sctuar
"perceived only”

‘

Ro conflict

“eetual only”

where terminology is suggested. We have chosen not to follow the “disinterested
observer" (among other reasons, because he is so difficult to find) and define
both Conflict and conflict solution fron perceptions.

This dees not mean that

we do not think that "actual only" conflicts arc not of tremendous importance,

among other ressons because they may rot have been perceived because of lack of

or distortion of communication.

’

If two persons want to be the sole possessor of the same girl, the statement

that "thore is a conflict” needs no further capirical testing because it follows

immediately from the nature of the two values being puraued: "A being the sole
possessor” and "B being the sole possessor", 4/3. But in ea society where one

party wants industrialization and the other party vants a consangioma} family
system, the conclusion that there is a conflict in the system cannot be reached
by purely formal inspection of the two values, but is an empirical matter.

We introduce:

DEF 4.4:

If the statement that "the values are incompatible or mutually exclusive”

ip analytic or logically true, we say that the conflict is of the logical
.
kind.

If the statenent that "the values are incompatible or mutually

exclusive” is synthetic or needs empirical testing to be
verified, we say that the conflict is of the empirical kind.

r”,
We assume that these conclusions are arrived at by the “disinterested observe ed

the conflict is perceiv
More important than his conclusion, however, is whether

as logical or empirical by the parties to the conflict.

Je
DEF 4.5:

A conflict is said to be at the latent level if it is perceived as
@ conflict consciously or subconsciously, but no relevant overt

@ction has ensued.

A conflict is said to be at the manifest level if it is perceived

as a conflict and relevant overt actions have ensued.

Again we got a trivial, but useful fourfold-table:

conflict on
latent level
conflict on

conflict not on
latent level

q

manifest level

“full" conflict

confiiet-behavior only

conflict ot on
manifest level

conflict-sentiment only

no (perceived) conflicé

We identify the manifest level with the conflict-bchavior, and the latent level

with the conflict-sentiment. The first can be observed, the second can, by
definition, only be inferred. The sentiment may, however, have varying degrees
of consciousness to the person concerned..

The important thing to realize is that

@ conflict may be latent only, and it may also be menifest only as when people

engage in a conflict because they are told te do so with no idea "what it's all about".

We now turn to a classification of conflicts depending on the nature of the actionsystem (s) where the conflict is found, and make use of the distinctions introduced

in section 1.

DEF 4.6:

But first we need:

A conflict is an intra-system conflict if it is contained within a

tem.
system, and within cach subsystem of tho
A conflict is an inter-systen conflict if it 4s between two or more
Systems, and not within the systems.

These are ideal types in Weber's sense of the term.

A true intra-system conflict

is such that one may subdivide the system, down to the single person and still

find the value-disagreement-end in. the true inter-system conziict there is no

value-disagreement within the systems in conflict, only between.

In many cases it will obviously be a matter of convention whether we want to conceiva
of a conflict as intra-systen or inter-systes; it¢ depends oa what systems we are
looking at,

We then introduce the following typology:

[

]

__Action-systems

Personal

Social

systems

systoms
Group

Scciety

Basic-type

Person

Intra-systen

1.ntre-person intra-srousJPintre-society

Inter-systen

a inter-pers&"| tor~groti Smaiir-soc iety

3

A

‘FYPE I

<

TYPS IT

fYPR LIE

1

+105
We need the full typology and the distinction between for’instance the inter-

person and the intra-group conflict.

The first is a conflict between persons,

the second is within the group and is fotmd inside eacit

of the group,

It is, however, not the samo as n intra-personconflicts, where n isthe number

of members of the group, but a shared intra-person conflict, at the group level.
Further, en inter-group conflict is not the same as an inter-person conflict.
In the former, the persons who act out the conflict do so on behalf of the group,

i.e., with @ collectivistic orientation, in the latter each individual fights

with an individualistic orientation.

We shall present one proposition here to

throw more light on the definition |(sce algo section 4).
PROP 4.1.

An intra-system conflict is not stable, but will either be solved,
or lead to an inter-system conflict one type lower. This may
in turn develop into an inter-system conflict of the-original

type. (follows from axioms 3.2 and 3.3).
Prop 4.1.1;

An intra-group conflict 12 lead to en: inter-person

conflict and in turn to group formation and an inter-

group conflict (the typical community conflict).
Prop 4.1.8:

An intra-society conflict wiil lead to an inter-group
conflict and in turn to society formation and an inter-

society conflict.

States).

(the early formation of the United

Extrapolations:
Prop 4.1.3:

An intra-person conflict may lead to the splitting of

of the personality (not of the physical person) into
two parts, and the acting out of the conflict as an

inter-person conflict (several forms of mental illness).
Prop 4.1.4:

An intra-alliance conflict may lead to an inter-society
conflict and in turn to new alliance-formation end an

inter-allisace conflict.

(the anti-nazi alliance).

We shall later examine in some detail the nature of this general process intra-systen
to inter-system one type lower to inter-system original type.

and characteristics:

Typology:

Survey of definitions

Definition:

Extreme outcomes:

contained within individual

suicide

between individuels, buts
individualistic oricntation

homicide

contained within individuals,

dissolution,

inter-group

between groups, but collectivistic orientation

killing

Intra-society

contained within groups and

Intra-person
Inter-person
[intra-group

Inter-society

|

but shared between them

annihilation, apathy

‘|

dissolution,

individuals, but sheared between
then

annihilation, apathy

between societies, but collectiv-

extinction through

astic orientation

warfare

lle
Of the six above, the first is a personal conflict, and the others social conflicts.
Because of the instability of intra-group and intra-society conflicts, a typology

consisting of 1, 2, 4 and 6 will do for most purposes.

In addition to the conflict types we have already introduced, we

way also have "mixed types" of the inter-systes conflicts:
possibilities with our distinctions:

There are three

Mixed type I-II: conflict between a person and a group, as in the
ease of the heretic.

Mizod type I-Iii: conflict between 2 person and a society, as in the

:

case of the traitor and the case of the criminal;

according to legal tradition the conflict is trans-

formed from being inter-personal to being a conflict
of this type.
Mixed type II-Iii:conflict between a group and a society, 2s in the

case of the Communist Parties in Western countries
after WWII.

We shall not deal with these mixed-type conflicts, but indeed feel that a good
theory of social conflict should be able to integrate them into the general

:
analysis.
We then turn to the introduction of realistic ws. non-reslistic

conflicts, which has to do with a comparison betveen manifest conflict-behavior
and latent conflict-sentiment, whethor the conflicts are real or perceived.

DEF 4.7:

A conflict is said to be reslistic if the latent conflict is

acted out on the manifest level in 2 way directly relevant to
the solution of that conflict.

A conflict is said to be non-realistic relative to a valuedisagreement if the conflict-behavior en the manifest level
has no direct, relevant relation to that on the latent level,

but possibly to some other conflict value-disagreement.

As a kind of operational definition level wo may add that a realistic conflict
will be solved if the manifest conflict is solved, whereas the non-realistic

conflict will only take on other forms - the letent level conflict will manifest
itself in seme new conflict.

We thus form our judgment on the basis of a comparison betwsen the conflict~

behavior we watch (between poor whites and Negroes) and the underlying conflict

we assume (é.g., the intra-group conflict among the poor whites due to poverty,

for instance over the values "set aside grain" and “have enough to eat").

In

this case a latent intra-group conflict has keen acted out es a manifest intergroup conflict.

~12-

We get the following possibilities (R for realistic, NR for non-realistic):

MANIFEST LEVEL

LATENT LEVEL

intra-person|

inter-person

inter-group]

inter-society

lintra-person

NR or R

RR

NR

NR

inter-person

NR

NR or R

NR

oR

linter-group

NR

NR

NR or R

NR

limter-society|

NR

NR

NR

NR or R

a 2

1, 2

2,1
3,1
4,1

2,2

‘

3, 2

4, 2

1, 3

2,3
3, 3

4, 3

1,4

2,4
3, 4

4,4

In all off-diagonal cells we shall of course have non-realistic conflicts only,
but in the diagonal cells both possibilities are possible.
DEF 4.7.13

A non-realistic conflict is said to be down-projected if its

manifest type is lower than its latent type.

A non-realistic conflict is said to be up-projected if its
manifest type is higher than the latent type.
We then need two variables to express the intensity of the conflict;

on the latent level, the other on the manifest level:
DEF 4,8;

one

By intensity on the latent levd, latent intensity, we mean degree

of emotional involvement by the actors.

By intensity on the manifest level, manifest intensity, we mean

kind and degree of intensity of the actions made use of by the

actors as responses to the conflict.

The latent intensity, or the intensity of the conflict-sentiment, can vary

all the way from zero to extreme hatred via various degrees of hostility.

Conceivably, also positive sentiment embracing different shades of love and

friendship can ensue from a conflict. Tho conflict-sentiment is very often
expressed as “individual tension," "hostility," "moral indignation," "feeling
of being strongly engaged," etc.

The manifest intensity, or the intensity of the conflict-behavior, can also

vary all the way from zero to dropping of atom bombs. Conceivably, also
positive actions involving all kinds of friendly acts can be possible results
of a conflict.

We distinguish between two kinds of manifest acts, depending on the functions
they serve:

DEF 4.9:

Conflict~behavior is said to be instrumental to the extent it
is intended to lead to conflict resolution.

el3e
Conflict-bebavior is said to be expressive to the extent it
serves as an outlet for cumulated conflict-sentiment (fron
the same or from other conflicts, depending on whether the

conflict is realistic or non-realistic).

One way in which conflict-behavior may be instrumental is by serving as @ soc:

control of the other party to the conflict.

This gives us a cue to the "kind

and degree” mentioned in DEF 4.8 of menifest intensity:
SOCIAL CONTEO!, MECHANISM
Kinds:

informal control; verbal and non-verbal acts of

omission: non-cooperaticon
acts of commission: civil disobedience; physical

force, ete.

Dogree:

"Lon" to "high",

The kind and degree of the social control meckanisms made use of are very often
dependent on techniques, external resources, otc. Further, it should be

remembered that what is high manifest intensity in one context may not be it

in another, e.g., the use of pistels in a desegregation conflict and in a world
war. Similarly, the Intent intensity mey vary with personal capacity or internal
resources, and its intensity must be judged against the background of the

conflict context.
PROP 4.5:

All combinations of zero, low and high laGent intensity and of
Zero, low and high manifest intensity are empirically possible.

sasere “|
ENTENSITY

latent

hatred

East-West conflict

right after Hun-

lynching

(Hatred)

High

lestility)

Low

hostility

letent

mild quarrel

World War IX,

@

no

top-level meet

@atermination of

(Reutral)
friendly
acts

(Friendship)
Cove)

conflict
Zero

gerian revolution

Southern

ang

Lew

e.g., Italy. front
dous

Bigh

&
MANIFEST
INTENSITY

“19
and in two, not morely
ing individual will be
ized at ths same time,
evitably lead him into

De

different but antagonistic, cultures"). The passe
in a transition state with two cultures internale
and the difficulties of reconciling them will ine
an intra-person conflict.

The pattern of ororcontOrme» the meticulous and exaggerated compliance
with selected
log norms.
8 lack of trainin; in topdog life, the
factor of social
ia which makes it difficult to see clearly statuses
socially
dis
ym
status in which or to which one is raised, and

the desire to confom will of course all contribute to making this a very

painful experience for the individual.
1.

2.

Co

It may be explained on two bases:

Itis away of pening access to topdog life, of pleasing the topdog

= and even thoug!
y may
tent feel flattered.

laugh at him, they will also to SOM Ox=

‘The exaggeration is a way of igre the underdog in oneself, thus
relieving oneself of the burden o.
ie
ra=person conflict dsscribed above.

4s a special, but very important case of this, the passer will overconforn
especially when it comes to e

the underdo

Ss

the topdog

idsology

with regard to

He will probable = especially oe on aneslog Leaders

Stragglefor underdog recognition or equality; i.¢e, who have a cole

lectivistic outlook and not the individualistic outlook tha underdog indi-

vidual has proved to have (but they may both have a universalistic orien=

tations; the passer may sincerely feel that the road to underdog salvation

goes through individual passing only).
following:

1.

Removal of any doubt as to his loyalty © especially removal of suspi-

2.

A struggle against his om past, a denial of the underdog in him, a
real attempt to kill him, because he knows there is no return.

3.

do

By this, he hopes to obtain the

cion that he is really a disguised spy or agent from the underdog, or
out for contamination of them with his underdog blood or mentality.

Retaliation against the underdog group or selected individuals for

actual, perceived or mticipated negative sanctions against him for
his passing,

The underdog reaction to him will probably by this time be a mixture of
envy because he 1s enjoying topdog rights, soms admiration for the skills
he has displayed in the process, and more negative feelings.

These will

be highly dependent on the social structure or the cultural climate. If
the cultare is universalistic and the group is struggling for equality,
the passer will probably be perceived as a traitor to the cause, one who
did not show the necessary postponement of individual gratification and
did not have sufficient ccllectivistic orientation to share the underdog
fate and work for recognition as a group, not only as svecessful individe
uals. He will probably also be suspected of being unloyal and be regarded
as a renegade, for whom "we apparently are not good enough", Support for

this will bs found in the pattern mentioned under ¢, above, 2s a special
case of the overconfomity.

elke
It ia tempting to suggest e proposition to the effect that there will be a

regression towards the main diegonal, i.e., that the sentiment will somehow be adjusted to the behavior or vice-vers2, but the examples are so
obvious that this seems not to be the case at all. Further, intuitive con-

ceptions of what are “corresponding” sentiment and behavior may be very misleading and culturally biased.

It seems that the American culture has

norms prescribing “acting it out” and "getting it straight" if intense and

negative conflicts-sentiment is felt, but other cultures certainly have other

prescriptions.

Further, there seams to be no reason why the most

hostile

and cruel acts cannot be done with little or no negative sentiment at all,
possibly even with a positive sentiment.

The conclusion is that we can have

conflict behavior with no sentiment, and intense hatred with no conflict
behavior. In the first case we probably are dealing with institutionalized
statuses with a very collectivistic orientation, ag the man who pushes the
button in the push-button war, In the other case we shall probably sooner or later have an outburst on the manifest ievel in the same or e different
case. But both are empirically possible and frequent.
Finally, we turn to cur definition of conflict solution as the

achievement in the system of one s-f matrix,

We want to catch in our terms

the important distinction between the case where the opposition is suppressed

in one way or another, and the caso where the parties have arrived at a shered
solution:
DEF 4.10:

We sey that the solution of the conflict is accepted if the
conflicting parties both agree on the soiution.

We say that the solution of the conflict is unaccepted if
the conflicting parties do not agree en the solution.

5»°

TOPDOG AND UNDERDOG: THE STRUGGLE FOR SCARCE RANK.

We need first two very fundamsntal definitions and propositions from
general sociological theory: :
DEF So

1:

By a statusedimension in a social system we man a set of statuses
which for logical reasons are exhaustive and mutually exclusive so
that each individual in the social system must have one and only one

of them in his statuseset (e.g., parent~child in the family, highe

middle-low class in the society, etco).
PROP S§

i:

Status-differentiation(also called "division of labor” in a wider

DEF 5-

23

By a ranke-dimansion in a social system we mean a status-dimension

sense) is a functional requirenent of any society.

that Is stratified, i.e., the statuses are differentially evaluated

(as in the examples above).

PROP.5.

2:

Differential evaluation along at least some of the status-dimensions
is a fwmctional requirement of any society, whereas the selection of
statusedimensions for ranking and ‘the direction of the ranking is
culturally dapendsnt in most cases.

fo make the exposition ‘simpler, we shall only consider dichotiomous,- ranked status=

dimansions, md call the high status the "topdog” and the low status the "underdog"

(other namas could have boen "elite" and "followers", but we prefer the connotations

of the formar names in this connestion).

As indicated in the propositions, we shali

have topdog and underdog statuses in any society, which means that the theory to be

developed will have a vory wide field of applications

fo make it more concrete, let us arrive at sons major examples of

cxbaustive, at least sufficient to
rankedimensicns and try. to make the lis+,if not
cover the most important cases. Obviously, rank-dimensions cm be of t#o kindss
achieved and ascribed.

1.

Achieved rankedimensions.
gets

can be used

as a

If we agree with Zetterberg (

Institutional

Rankedimension, or

Science

1.

Knowledge

Religion/Ideology
Politics
Economics

4,
S.
63

Holiness
Fower
Property

reain

Technology
Art

Lew

Health

) that an achieved

basis for the definition of an institubional realm, we

Yalus to be maximized
2.
3.

Skill
Taste

7. Lagality
8, tlaith

Of ‘these cigs dimensions, the first three are more pure cases of achieved dimensions, whoreas the last five certainly may be considered ascribed dimensions in
very many cases.

e.

The sopdog reaction to him will depend on a number of structural proper=

's of
the society.
achievement is a salient pattern and the rank=
dimension is of the
eved or
mixe
|, the successful and tactful
upward mobile underdog individual will be more than welcomed, because he
satisfies the function of serving as a proof for the underdog that it is
possible. Some individuals of this kind will be selected by the topdog
group and their success will be made highly visible to the rest of the
society. With Foseing it_is a different seeel for in this case it is not
ths meming

ere S

8 any cross:

of the lins.

However, we

surmise that passers will be permitted in a limited number for the same
reason as with mobility, to serve as a safety-valve mechanism in the so=
ciety, but the process wv
ve
@ covert
and even more
fully pete
formed, and it will not be made visible. Under all circumstances will the
rate of underdog individuals moving or passing be regulated so as not to
impair the rankedistribution.

-l6-

20 Ascribed rankedimensions, An ascribed status or ascribed rank is a status or
8
nom wW
‘very high probability for the individual at birth.
They may be subdivided into indelible and not indelible, and the latter into
visible and not visible. We gets
Characterization

Rankedimension

9. Nationality

Not indelible

10. Community
ll.
12,

13.

Indelible, not visible
Indelible, visible

Religion
Ethnic group

Class

he Tes he
16.

Age

18,

Sex

17.

Race

Along all these eighteen dimensions we can very meaningfully talk about topdog and

undsrdog statuses, and the task is to develop some kind of general theory for then,

in the first run ignoring the differences between achieved and ascribed ranks, and,

the subdivisions for the ascribedstatuses.

General propositions:

1.

Rank is scarce = that is, there must be a definition of tha rank-dimension so
tha onlyminority can have top-rank (not every actor can meaningfully be a
movieestar, unless movie-star shall become ths designation for all statuses

filled by movie actors).

20

Rank is a non-distributive value o that is, oe cannot distribute increase in
ymk aS one pleases, because rank is essentially "differential rank", and hence
it cannot be given to others without affecting one's own rank,

30

The differential ranking may take on very many different forms

on _the latent level:

from mere awareness of differential evaluation to

scorn or hatred for the other status, combined with
stersotypes and prejudice.

on the manifest level:

from a slight tendency to avoid primary relations with
holders of the other status to extrem discrimination
and direct subjugation.

he

have conflicts on all levels,
In this situation we.
%o the full~blom sonifusts We may have

.

from ths barely perceived

intra-person conflict as when the individual underdog finds himself under
Cross=pressures {from the underdog and topdog groups, with attraction aad
avoidance feelings towards both.
son conflict as when the individual underdog decides to change his
inte:
status becouse ‘of the cross=pressures mentioned abovs and gets into conflict

with individuals in either or both groups.

<l7e
interegroup conflict as between the mderdeg and topdog statusholders as

groups.
ons

5.1.

of _accommoda’

for the unde

two w

There are

to the situa-

may become a member of the topdog group, if the

The individual underdog
ranking-dimension 1s
a.

achieved = by the pattern of individual mobility.

be

ascribed = by the pattern of individual, passing.

and then gradaally acquire topdog rank if he is successful.

5.2.

The underdog group as a whole may try to
a.
b,.

koep the status-dimension, but abolish the differential ranking

along it, “the struggle for eq!

°

keep the statusedimension and the ranking, but reverse the order of
the ranking, "revolutionary upheaval".

The way open to the individucl underdog, vize, passing or mobility into the
as a whole for the reasons mentionsd
to the
topdog group is not
under propositions nos. T and 2 =

60

The extent to which thers is conflict,

.

9.

.t scams

and which

that we

here can

the underdog

use of

chooses will

Parsons’ way

Cultural systems by mans of two of his pattem variables,
ic te:
when we apply them to our problem in the following way:
Universalism:

the pattern of treating all members of the status-group ace
cording to the same criteria.

Particularism:

the pattern of differential treatmmt of members of tha stat~
us-group depending on varticular relations to then,

Achievement:

the pattern of structural provision for individual mobility

Ascription:

the pattern of not permitting individual mobility, but regard=
ing the status-position as fixed and independent of any per=
formance by the individual.

depending on the individual performance.

This gives us
]

Achisvemsnt

Ascription

Universalism

l

Particularism

Individual mobility

Individval mobility

Group struggle for
equality

Underdog group unorgan-|
ized, everybody looks
out for himself

Individual passing

Individual passing by

only

Underdog compliance,
or preparation for

revolution

topdog grace

Underdog compliance,

everybody waiting for

the topdog grace

We now turn to the other case, the underdog

as a group

struggling

for recognition, equality, upheaval - in short, for social change, This
struggle will by definition be a conflict, because the simultaneous
realization of the topdog value (leave the rankedimension intact!) and

the underdog value (abolish the raniing, or reverse the order$) ‘is impossible

a2apenas reasons.

The following reflections and propositions seem to

z

1. The conflict over rank may
assume that i
been latent
starts the conflict and brings
we can assumes a developmané to

start like any other conflict, though we may
for some time, and that some concrete issue
it out on the manifest level. From then on
take place along the lines indicated in

section 5, but very rapidly if it is possible to uso underdog = topdog

labels for the two conflicting groups. An important thing is that a conflict
is a sufficient condition for makin;
ups out of the social categories
the topdog and underdog statusholders on amd it may even be ib 5 not
too far from being a necessary condition (if we maka use of the definition

of "conflict" as "perceived conflict, whether actual or not").
2.

is

We opt a very Jomotant case of non-roalistic conflict, if a conflict

‘ormed

on

the

est

Level

to an underdog=topdog conflict (what

communists are so often, rightly or wrongly, accused of doingt)

It seems

that very many conflicts with very varying contents have a tendency to
gravitate in people's minds towards sone selected undsrdogetopdog conflicts
and be fought out as such. This will of course not contribute very much
to the solution of the original conflict: compare how the enormous

conflict between underdeveloped and ovardeveloped countries has been partly

transformed into an East-West conflict.
3.

During the conflict ideologies will develop in the underdog and topdog

groups, withfunctions along the lincs suggested in section 5,
that these functions can be classified as follows:
ao

for the topsor arom = the ideology is a justification of the

bo

for the underd
soup
= the ideology has the function of
Seepaeny, equttantEon! ~ of making the groups equal in
tiie
un
logs, or even with a superiority for the
underdog group. Important here are derisive
terms and descriptios
of the topdogs and consistent idaologics
h answers to everythin.

status quo and

o%

weir power over the undardogs.

the topdog might say

he

It seems

C (see the spe pagss for both).

The word "equal" has three very different interpretations, vis.,
a.

“equal” in the maning factually equal, not that all underdogs are

equal to all topdogs, but that as a group, “on the average" they
are equal, i.e., that soms sclected statistical parameters are
equal for distributions of group characteristics. We shall call
this cognitive equality, equalsty,«
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However, regardless of cultural background, if the rankedimension is ascribed
the pattern of individual mobility Will be msaningless. One can only "pass"
from one race to another, not "move" socially. It may well be that bottom row
characterizations of the underdog
group
behavior are better in these Gases,
even if the culture is of the
versalism type.
Iet us then return to the two possibilities open to the underdog

under 5 and try to find a common pattern when the individual underdog

wants to

make use of th: techniques of passing or mobility Into the topdog level.

gest that the following will take place:

We sug=

1, At some point in the individual's life a c
in_referenceegr
takes
place. This may be a slow or a sudden process and may be analyzed as the special
case o/' migration-analysis: a co.bination of pull tcwards the topdog status and

ush away

from the underdog atatus.

The changeHighly dependent on exposure

B ‘odes life, whethar this comes through the mass-culture media or direct intere
action.

topdoge

We assume in the following that he acquires a sincsre desire to become

out of topdog bse
2, After this, a more or less cmscious and systematic soun
havior tales place, a searching for cuss as to how topdogs wee Deponding on
the social distarme between the tvo levels, the social experience and imagination
of the individual more or less valid results may be mtained. Movies are of course
highly instrumental here, and so are commercial ads.
3.

After some time, the individual underdog may fool he is prepared, if not for

passing, at least for a rehearsal for

passing.

He will play the topdog role for

Gpoogs or only underdogs ~ and he will play it
a well selected audience of o7
with roservations, o.g0, jokingly, so that the retreut is open for him in case of
failure, This is the case of the. young girl wearing one of her sother's or elder
sister's dresses, of tho habitually sick person trying to ignore his sickness, of
the criminal trying to be lav-abiding, of the Negro behaving like a white, etc.
4.

If the rehearsal is to the individual's satisfaction; that is, if he believes

that both topdog and underdog have accepted him as topdog, the pecans itself may

now
take place. This time it is done without reservations, md he knows
often
are
Attempts
humiliaticn,
least
there 1s no return without suffering at
On

made to make the passing invisible to those who know him, but if successful, attempts will be mads to make the result highly visible to thoss who know him (e.g05
the adolescent who bersfits from a vacation to change to a much more adult style

fani her parents shock and dismay when they discover how much “the new persons she
been associating with have done to her"7, the emigrant who changes style when
be becomes inmigrt and returns after a sufficient number of years to feel secure

that he will be take seriously, etc.).

It seams to be highly important for a soe

ciety that proclaims achievemnt,; m@ility and possibility of passing to provide
for the possibility of making the change itself invisible to those closest to the

changer, It is an old experience that the child who hangs on to his family way
into adulthood will never be quite acknowledged as gromn-up <= the chance lies in
a stay away from homs,

5.

From now on a number of things will happen more or less inevitably, and they

can very well be described as the classical pattern of individual passing:

a,

The passing individual becones a marginal man (as defined by Robert E.

Park in the preface to the book by

naquist, E. Vo:

The Marginal Man,

(New York, 1937), “ene whom fate has condemned to live in two societies
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be

cs

"equal" in the meaning equal in rights, they may be evaluated
differently, but still have the same rights, or obligations.
We shall call this normative equality, equality,o

“equal” in the meaning equal in evaluation, they may bs different

but are still evaluated the sams, none is better than the other.
We shall call this evaluative equality, equalityse

As we see, inequality, has to do with status-qualifiers for holders of
topdog and underdog status, inequality2 has to do with differentiation

of the statuses, and inequality3 to do with differential evaluation,

stratification or ranking of ‘the different statuses.

It is most important to see that these three kinds of equality=

inequality are logically independent, though they may well be empirically
correlated. It is possible to perceive two persons as very different,
@oZoy in height, and still give them the same status and the same rank.
It is possible to see them as equal in all status-relevant respects, but
let the inequality in skin-color serve as the basis for the denial of
equality.2 And it is possible to give equality, at least to a very large
extent as it is given to women, and still deny then equalitys.

Be The porauieathcn in a _rankeconflict will bring with it a polarization of
@_Cconcs,

9:

tY

=

1080,

may s’

out

as

1

iy

status-rignts and end up as inequality in eveluation and inequality in per=
ceived characteristics. The following mechanisms seem to be particularly
important:

a.

underdogs who fight for equality. and equality3 will claim that

Deo

Eppes who strive to maintain inequalityg with or without inequality;
‘support their stand by claiming that there is status-relevant
ws
:
inequality,+

S$ equality) on all statuserelevant dimensicns.

This makes for a lot of confusion, part of which can be traced back to
ambiguous use of the term "equality".

6.

The underdog is function:

necess:

t+ whichhe can see

for the topdogs, because he is the
as a tepdog, the constant

reinsurance that this is arankedimension, not just a status-dimension.
This is trivially true for whites, upper-class people, adults etc. lesa

trivial but still true for laweabiding people (who need the criminals)
and healthy people (who need sick peopla) »

This functional requirement

migh"be sean as a Way Of correcting for the fatal assymmetry

in life

that human beings to a large extent ard unabls to feel ehate health as
something positive or their habit to doide by the laws as praise worthy

but as Something just normal,< like Waving air around to breathe.

One

must see people who do not have this “normal but so positive" property
aa
to appreciate it better.

= 23m
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Wisibility theorems.

Be Underdog latent intensity is increased with increasing visibility
erence in rights between underdogs and topdogs.
may then be expressed as manifest intensity.

This

Do

Underdog latent intensity is increased with increasing visibility
successful passing of underdog individuals into the tepdog
group.

Co

qT

logs

1.

‘they do not have to face underdog misery resulting from the
devaluation of them directly

2.

they do not create too much resentment directed against theme
selves

3o

om the othar hand, they see sufficiently auch of the underdogs

will use their power to regulate the mutual visibility of
and underdogs so that

to feel superior,

:

Important techniques here are residential segregation of rgces,
ethnic
groups, communities and classes; segregation of women and adoles
cents
to women's rooms etc., seclusion of ill people and criminals (but
for
these two categorics it seems that the function of "social sanitation®
has taken precedence over the function of reinforcing rankedimensi
cns).

8

The

zation and intensity of the conflict is
statuses corre.
sea section

§).

dependent on how

In a social system with dichotomous rankedimensions there will be 2" possible
status-sets. If only two of these are realized in practice, so that each
individual has either only topdog or only underdeg statuses, conflict on one
rankedimension will probably very rapidly spread to the other dimensions.
If there is an ideology around to the effect that all the n conflicts "in
reality" are different aspects of the same fumdamantal. conflict (between
the exploiters and the exploited, between the generalized topdog and the
generalized underdog) such an ideology will easily be adopted and may increase
polarization and intensity immensely. It seems that much of communist strategy
and sucesss derives from their ability to wmify undsrdogs of different kinds
and to invoke unifying ideologies.

Yo

intra~ and inter-underdogs theorems.
@

Self-hatred

tthe unde:

(%awin, ch, 12),

This is partly a

hatred for ae underdogs ? the same kind because they are constant

reminders of one's om undsrdogestatus or because of their actual, pere

ceived or anticipated reaction to one's om efforts to pass or to move

upwards.

And partly it is a real selfehatred, directed against one's

own person, "I hate the woman, the Jew, the Negro, etc. in ma <=",

This pattern may be seen as special cases of the frustration-aggression

hypothesis,

- 2he
bo

Hatxed for other kinds of mderaogs,

This may be interpreted as a

kind of displaced other-aggression when one dogs not dare to direct it
against the topdog and as a desire to create now rankedimensions where

one’s own group is no longer on the bottom and hence can transfer pere
ceived topdog sentiment against one's own group to the created under=
underdog. This is of course also a technique for gaining some reward
froa the topdog. in some segregation cases it ssems that lower class

women from the countryside are especially anti-Negro (they have three
underdog statuses to compensate for).
10.

Underdog resentment against their leaders. There seems, in the first stages
a very ambivalent attitude in the
to
ct
@ rank-c:
9
C
underdog group to their leaders, if by leaders we mean those tho struggle
bases:
for group equality. This antagonism is explainable on the following

ae

cion that the leader has an individualistic orientation,
r
his own interests in
ner
group
iB use
t
frequen
ely
to be able to pass or to move upwards. His relativ

The ai

contacts with the topdog group (hich is in the nature of the
conflict) are given as evidence for this.
conflict as an inter-

b.

Co

The internalization of’ topdog Sooo}ofits which tells them that the
at the pover of the tondog
their own good ani
Oo
on
8:
in
is justified power, awe-inspiring and sacred which results
be
must
aggression against leaders who deny this ideology. It
means
main
the
remembered that the topdogs "own the sccisty" and
for dissemination of ideology.

ainst the leader because he is the leader, how can he
Se
‘8 power? In the beginning, the Teaders will have to be
as

difficulties
charismatic and/or selfpselected, and hence have some

justifying their poner.

a

e.

&

can't he take it vhon we take it" - attitudss, we have suffered

Gams asso dot What makes hin
surfer
not al
3
and wi
that he
believe that he is of a more refined Icind than we are, so
can't take it?

and
The leader is a threat to them in their complacency as underdogs,
may stir the consciences

Underdog

leaders’ reaction to the resentment.

The leaders will try to

for instance:
Goumteract this resentmant with a number of techniques, as
1.

2.

Make visible to the underdogs how they are

against the 4

and

‘anous phenomenon
8
his values.
o
conve:
not
rs
s,
Of topelevel meetings between conflict leader where the leadeution.
resol
ict
confl
of
it
talk for their followers, not for the benef

dogs they should
Making visible that they still are tha good, old under
ipationist
emanc
shop,
his
who is pictured in
r
bor.
bee
identification
e
assur
to
etc.,
Woman who dresses a little bit frivolously
not said)
is
this
of the rank-and-file underdog with them and (though

that they themselves do not loose the ecntact.

2 Bo
3.

Making visible how they sacrifice for the underdog cause, so that

they will not be suspected of having a gocd time as leaders,
Especially important, if possible, is to make visible some kind,
of severe discrimination they have suffered as underdogs.

4. Sacrificing the big long-term

goals for the smaller short-term ones

Ih order to justi the power ay want to retain, even if this
may lead to a corruption of the cause,

Justification of this by

treans of formilas like "politics is to obtain the possible", "we
are not fighting for utopla", "we are realists", etc,
The possibility

of

loitation of the conflict by an external enemy.

is mentioned Tater > 1 18 only when external threat is considered a

threat against the group as a whole that it will have a unifying effect.
External enemies can claim that they are only against the topdogs, or

only against the underdogs, and that they want to help the one against

the other, To exploit internal conflict is a very common technique,
though external enemies may very easily miscalculate the conflict and
take its saliency in absence of other conflicts for genuine saliency.

A very common technique is to make use of underdog individuals to keep

occupied territories or power-positions,

They can bs given high positions,

be used as police, henchmen, concentration camp guards, etc,, for the followin
g

reasons:
a.

If they can obtain some or most of the topdog life they have
been longing for and which has been théir only goal for a

long time, they will be willing to make use of the bad means.

b.

These individual underdogs know that their new position is

not guaranteed in the secial structure, but is highly dependent

on the new power-holders -- and will hence do their best to
.
protect their power,

c.

They know that they are hated more than anyone else by their
former fellow underdogs, and hence that they have come to the

point where there is no return:

die or leave the society.

d.

either maintain the position,

They are now given the best chance possible of acting out

resentment against underdog leaders (see point 10),

This technique has been fully made use of in all modern dictatorships =

and in older ones too, for that matter,

An interceting reflection is

how the communist revolution in the Soviet Union may be seen as an

alliance between the numerically quite inconspicuous Bolshevik Party
(those who took the train - - ) and different kinds of underdogs:

those without money, without power, the minorities » the young people,
the women, etc,
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IDEOLOGIES FASILY DEVELOPED IN A RANK CONFLICT BY THE ThO GROUPS
Assumptions underlying this scheme:

1.
2e
3.

‘The underdogs have already externslized the topdog ideology
have not yet internalized the underdog ideology
‘The
do,
In the culture of the supersysten, the patterns of universalism
ant, and the culture is sensate or
and achievenent are ©
mixed.

Read vertically, this table gives outlines of the txo ideologies.
Read horizontally

it gives corresponding pairs of argumentso

The ideologies we present are relatively sophisticated versions, and mst be
reworded to fit the purely achieved dimensionae
UNDERDOG IDEOLOGY

TOPDOG IDEOLOGY
Basic outlook:

Change of the society

a8 a whole,
but stabitity of the relation to the unlerdog as this is in
the interest of the society and of
the underdog (not to mention the top=-

dog, but that is not said).

Basic outlook:

Change -f *4= -ociety

as a whole, and change of the relation
to the topdog, as

8 is in the inter-

est of the society and of the topdog
(not to mention the underdog, and that
may be said, though not necessarily as

the main reason).

An ideational ideology should be disseminated to the underdog, to comfort
them, to provide for stability, to
make them see that "God meant it this
way". Belief may be sincere or noto

Rejection of reinterpretation of these
parts of the ideational ideology,
claiming that it was a trick devised
to keep the underdogs downe

There is cognitive inequality between

First, there is no cognitive inequality

the two groups, and it haa to do with

biological, intrinsic, factors - which
no external Change can ameliorate ~

like bodily constitution, blood, inferforability in general.

This is proved

by showing differential results ob-

tained by underdogs ani topdogs, the

underdogs were never that creative,

and secondly, if there is, it is
que to
extrinsic factors like better access to
resources, an ascribed status that gives
them a better start, they are expected
to create, etc. If we were given the
same chances, we would be just as good.
Derisive terms etc. for the topdog.

they have always been the helpers of
the topdogso

But history proves that civilizations
were always made by the topdogs, ‘end

This is true by definition, besides,
it ‘depends on the historical perspece

however far you go back you find that

tive, people North of the Alps were
barbarians to the Romans,

But these are the most valid
criteria, they are the criteria the
civilizations are founded ono

And these comparisons between top~o.<

those who are topdogs today, were
topdogs and this is the way it has
always beens

and underdogs are always made with
the _topdoge’ criterias
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Hence we simply cannot take thé risk of let-

But there is no doubt that some

ting the unerdogs have exactly the same

underiogs are better than some

thing to civilization, to those who founded
our society. There must be some dnecneniey
in rights, no society has ever done without!
rderline must be irawn even though it

condition Fest to let these individual underdogs down!

rights as we have, after 311 we owe some-

may be unjust to some. Besides, the appear-

topdogs even measured with their
standards, there is such a tremen-

dous overlap, andi it is under

ance may deceives

Ve always do our best to help

the individual

It is good if conditions can become

underdog pass or move, it is the recognition
of the underdog group as a whole we are

better for some unterdogs but we

recognition mst not be construed to mean
group recognition.

one or more underdogs with paternalistic protections

This does not mean that we devaluate the

There is evaluative Snequality, and

against, because the group as a whole is
simply not that good. But individual

©

want the recognition built into the
social structure. \e
wan’
ie pattern of

each topdog adopting

un
gs, there is no evaluative inequality. On the contrary, we have tremendous respect for the individual underdog
and think they are wonderful people. But on
the other hand, they are somewhat like children, they want somebody to respect and to

want somebody to look down at.

role z the authority!

illusion of superiority.

look

to,

so we have to play the difficult

But underdogs only

look at our rights, never at our obligationse

The underdog is actually completely dependent

upon us,

he owes all he is to us and should

Father express some gratitude than this discontent, which actually is mainly stirred
up by some outside people and some very
few crazy underdogso

is is
main reason why
is normative inequality, thi

even

you a

8]

there
et

ie norma=

tive inequality, the evaluative

one will still remain as a more
subtle way of setaining their

The topdog is actually completely
dependent upon us,, Without ushe

could achieve nothing, all his civ-

ilization is based on underdog toil.
But we are pushed in the background,
and he hes the power to define his
part of the work as the functionally
most important and difficult. More
radical version: we are really the
most important, the topdogs are

parasiteso
But _we cannot trust the underdog completely,
ie may

gerous when given power

because

he does not have the sense of responsibility
it takes centuries to develop. He is not
really of the society, and look at differential crime rates, laziness, etco

And_how dull wouldn't life be if everyhody
8

e equal!

(cognitive.

t

is

exactly the diversity, with its implicit
challenge that makes life and history so
fascinating. Rather, let each group develop
its own characteristics and develop a pride
in them, ani a recognition that not everybody
is made to do the same job or have the same
rightse

Claes
citzenshipy and

You can trust the underdog

challenge

groups.

:

him to

do

if

his best, then he

will develop that sense of responsibil-

ity, and perceive the society as some-

thing that deserves his loyalty.

dog argument is a self-fulfilling
prophecy.

Top-

ke have nothing agerast diversity,
but feel it shor
on more
important and relevant dimensions

than ascriptive dimensions, and we

feel that the fundamentel cognitive
equality is much more important than

the dissimilarities.

Emphasis on individual achievement and values

comion Tor

‘

and

hasis on total

values common

group

ior

universalism

~ Be
SURVFY OF MAIN RANK DIMFNSIONS, RANK GROUPS AND CONFLICT PROCESSES
Rank-dimension

Name of topdo;
.
and derisive terms

Name of underdog
Process of individual change
Process of group change

1.

Knowledge

Scientist

L

2.

Skill

Technician, expert

Ti

3.

Taste

Holiness
5.

Power

6.

Property

7.

Legality

Tegghead, high-brow)

Teiivtauel achievement

universal, popular education

(technocrat, narrow-

individual achievement

headed specialist)

"do~Lt-yourself"=-novement

artists, Connoisseurs

Tai

Priests

Layman

.
:
Leader, government

Protestantism
Followers, people

(iong-haired dreamers
mad people, high-brow)

Ciout of this world")

(power corrupts, bosses)

individual achievement
"non-popular", devaluation of art

Tay preacher, saint, eremite
charismatic leaders

Wealthy people, omers
of means of production
(greedy, parasites)
Lawe-abiding people

revolutions
Poor people
eee achievement, heritage
socialiem, welfare state
Law~breakers

connections)

redefinition of crimes

(cowards, people with

Bo

Health

Well

Tiasle people)

FehabrLLtation

5.

Nationality

Over-developed peoples
(exploiters, good
resources and climate)

Unierdeveloped peoples
enigration-immigration
development, aid, etc.

Protestants, Presbyt.

Catholics, Beptiets

really religious)
Gentiles

pan-religious movements
Jews

TO. Community

. TIy Religion
,

Ie. Ethnic group

Le

Fresocialization

Urban people
(city-slickers)

(high church®, not

Tgoyim,pork-eaters )

T3. Class

Upper-class

Il.Kinship

Good" families

Texploiters, snobs)
snobs.

15. Relative age

“Ist born

16. Absolute age

Adults
€ "old men"

(primogeni ture)

=z

senile)

17. Race
18. Sex

Sick people

White

people

emphasis on sickness as extro

Rural people
individual migration

ecoption of city-culture

change of religion
assimilation

|enti-defamation
Lover-clasa

individual mobility

decreasing visibility

*Bad* families

Marry into a good family
reduce salien
Ta ‘born =
the te St born
reduce saliency

Children, adolescents, aged
ages
redefinition of

maturity

toRaye

eerual passing

Men
U'men!")

Women
behave like men

desegregation integration

emancipation
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6, DYNAMICS OF INTRASGROUP CONFLICT.
Te folloring presentation of the differsnt phases in an intrae
group conflict (or what starts out as an intra-group conflict) is to a large
extent based on Coleman (ch.It). ‘he phases are to be conceived of as being tem=porally and logically ordered, but the development can be extremely rapid or very
slow, some phases may be omitted, ad the process my be stopped at any point.

Phase 1,

It may be fundamental or nonefume
An issue is brought into the
damental, Togicet or aaetetoat perceived or real, but we assuma it is
presented as an issue for the group, relevent for the group as a whols.
Tt is claimed that the issue is of such a nature that it should be a
shared concern for evarybody in the group.

Phase 2.

Differential presentation of courses of action, This is a kind of divi-~
gion of Labor process? if the issue 15 brougit in for discussion at the
group level, there will be a group need for proponents of the different
courses of action (compare the judicial precedure of division of labor
of
between the accuser and the defendant), Jn principle, each member
within
the group should be able to house the arguments on both sides

himself and discuss then with himself and others.

But in practice it

seems that this dialectic process is more easily carrisd out between
than within persons.

Phase 3.

Generalization of the issue.
sue can

considered

By sous stretch of the imagination any

a special case of a more general problem, and

any course for action can be considered a specialization of some more
general norm. Generalizations will at least to some extent be brought
into the picture, for the following reasons:
a.

The mombers of tha group will consider all conflicts a challenge to
their culture, and more or less consciously use the conflict as an

opportunity to adjust parts of their culture.

The conflict will

thus be taken as representative of a set cf conflicts that my or

may not appear in ths futare.
be.

By generalizing the suggested course toa more general norm, ons
least to
may stand stronger in defense or in ebtack by showing (at

to
one’s om satisfaction) how the norm fits in with or is contrary
the general cultural pattern.

gener=
It may be surmised that if there are intellectuals around, this

alization will be gmatly facilitated.

Phase h,

Introduction of new issues.
uced, for two reasons:

a.

b.

At this point, new issues may be intro=

ated
More or lass consciously, the points of view have been associ
points
The
ents.
propon
their
being
of
task
with those who have the
of view may be both attacked and defendsd by widening the front:
this
one can refer to the persons! attitudes in other cases and use
ate
pay
to
be
will
it
wise
or
unwise
how
as a general indicator of
tention to the persons’ point of view.
into the
Through the foregoing phases, a conflict has been brought
open.

This may serve as 2 oscasion for b:

other issuss

"da=
which so far have been latent only, because see is now
none
of
form
the
take
may
issues
these
over
clared", Ths struggle

2 30realistic or realistic conflicts depending on their logical dis=
tance from the original issue. It seems reasonable to assume that
the broader the scope of interaction the more issues that are dis@
tant from the original one may be brought in.

Phase 5. Polarization in the

personal

ten.

In the minds of the persons pare

Pcipating ‘in the Sortiee separate processes now start taking places

1.

An awareness of the valuss, norms, ideas, etc., characteristic of

the other party and those of ome’s om party.

2. An all-over evaluation of that which is associated with the other
party as bad or inferior and that which is associated with one's

ow party as good or superior, This is a nsw phenomenon; so far we
have not introduced any evaluation of ideas, but looked at the cone
flict as a disagreement only.
:

Bn

A Solpunstices by abandoning symbols of the other party, so
‘tha’
re
no or little impurity in onsself,

4,

A distorted perception of the other party so that ths remaining
¥good™ pabois he may be attached to are not seen any longere

The main reasons why this happens seem to bes
as

The urge to avoid ambivalence and dissonance, so that symbols or

values appe:

to tha opponent)

rs (as when thsy are tied to oneself or

are either totally good or totally bad.

b. A kind of ailtural gontaglon-ettect, a carryeover from onr symbol to
the other

because

mean:

Transition to inter<parson conflict.

‘and empirically very tepertente

‘ul association.

This is logically the next step,

We have already had a shift of attene t,

tion from the original issus to the totality of issues and from there
to evaluation of these totalities or ideclogies. What now seems to go
on is:

of the

onent to the

1.

A shift of attention from ths ideol:

2,

A change to the perception of ths individual eee as the impedideology.
S
iment to the solution of the conflict, nos

3.

A carry-over of the devaluation of his ideology to a devaluation of
jenent to dislikes
him as a person = 1.60, a transition from dis:

4

A corresponding development in the attitude to individuals with

‘Opponent aS _& PSTBM>

whom one agrees - a transition fron agreement to liking.

The main reasons why this happens seem. to be:
a,

An increase in concreteness - instead of attacking or defending

abstract ideas or ideologies, concrete individuals may be attacked

or defended.

~ 3I «=
be.

An extrapolation from the bad or good ideology of a psrson to the

Person himself «= after all, he is the person behind tha ideology
and may be attacked or defended as such.

The conflict has now ceased completely to be an intra-group conflict
and has become an inter-person conflict.
Phase 7.

Polarization in the social system,

This is again the logically next

step; it is ths attitudes discussed in the two foregoing phases acted
out on the social level:
as indicated
or making the
will in most
will be dis-

1.

Primary relations betwaen antagmists ars broken or,
In iI reduced by decreasing frequency of interaction
scope of interaction mare specific. Family members
cases all be on the sam sida; otharwise the family
rupted.

20

Secgneat relations that sastly Isad_to oper relations are

3e

qocondany relations in general ttay be avoided or completely broken

ave

oe

po:

i

where

separate

schoo.

> SUCede

erection only takes place at a very collect

ivistic level (see next phase).

In race cenflicts these three stages of the social polarization process

ation and apartheid respectively.
ation, ss:
are called desg;
last two steps are tainly ats

The

The reasons for the social polarization seen t© be the following ones:

Bo

roppeing for action", in order not to be hampsred by primary re=
the future.
1» Pressns or

b.

Conscious or meonscicus avoidance of chances for falsifying the
theories about the antagonists.

c.

The fear of the ideological con’

d.

‘The feeling of Solforightoousness: being too pure to associate with
not deserve ite
they
that kind of persons =

e@.

Breaking of relations as 2 expressive act,

f£.

Breaking of relations as an instrumental act, designed to

on that contact might brings just

as any sick person should avoided.

expresses the latent

sentiment against the Sataconiet ca the manifest level.

1.

Punish the antagonist for his attitudes md actions.

2.

Put him in a situation where he will see that he is wrong and
change.

In both of thase cases cen we talk about social control.

Phase 8,

Transition to inter;

Foregoing phase:

conflict.

This is mly a short step from the

o Be
1.
2.

Formation of

by persons with the sams view,

These will be

the Sontlistoorsetnetins..

Ashift of attention from the individual antagonist to the antag=
onist group as a whole; introduction of a groupsperspective on both

parties.
3.

A carry-over from the conception of the individual antagonist as
the impediment to the antagonist group a9 the impediment.

h. A carry-over of the devaluation of the individual antagonist to a

devaluatio of the mtagonist group as a whole and from there back
again to a devaluation of the individual an’
st because he bse
longs to tha antagomiss
eSee a

ice is only at oes et el ani is known as xenophobia (in the

most general in-group vs. outegroup case) cr othnocentetom (when tho

a ethnic groups) or racism (when the groups are racial.
groups)»

5. Emergence of leaders who can cope with the new situation and express
mare the sentiment and provide for actions, These leaders may
have very little relation to the original issus but be adjusted to
the group need for leadership

6,

An introduction ff a collectivistic orientation when dealing with the
other group = a tendency to sce both onsscit and the individual an-

tagonist as representatives only, carefully evaluating: "shat does
this action msen to my group", not “what does it mean to myself".

The leaders will have the control of intergroup interaction as one
of their main tasks.
The main reasons for this phase seem to bes
ae

Group-foruwation will in most cases increase |
and in all cases increase the visib:
view.

bo

A great favilitation of perception of the conflict if the groups can

ce,

A fear that interaction on an individualistic leve?:

be dealt with as a whole,

.

impair the

pectinceee

eter than considered desirable,
Phase: 9,

perceived mutrals, At this point
arance of the real and
The dis:
there is very Little place Jelt tor neutrals in the group, at least if
the issue is sufficiently fmdansntal to engage many persons, They may

either leave the group or join one of the two antagonist groups.

main reasons seen to be:

a.

The

The norm shared by the two mtagonist groups: "This issue is so im=

portantthatyou shall at least take a stand)" will have high saliency with increasing polarization.

b.

In a highly polarized system the dimensions for judging attitudes

will be different for the two parties and the

neutrals, because

eo 332

they will have different anchoring points.

If we assume that most

persons have a tendency to judge their om attitude, or attitudes

close to their om as somehow “normal” and "neutral", it is clear

that beth extrems groups will perceive the neutrals as "really bee
longing to the other side", and the other party as way out in the
extrem. But beth parties will have ambivalent attitudes to the
neutrals, and their policy will be decided by what tendency is
strongest, the "those who are not for me are against me"=tendencyy,
or the "thosa who are against me are not for me'-tendency, The neue
trals will thus probably be under cross-pressure from both parties,
an this may entail self-fulfilling or self-denying processes de=
pending on the original inclination of the neutral, whether he is
of the general conformist or non-conformist type and what group he
most frequently associates with. The “you are really of the other
party" may be very dmgerovs if ono wants to hire members, because
of the tendency for human beings to internalize othersdescriptions

amd male it a self-fulfilling prophecy. Conpare the prisoner who
says, “re they say Iam so bad, well, thsn I°11 show them how bad I

can beg

The outcom of the conflict may to a large extent depend on where the

neutrals go.

With tha neutrals absent, there is now very little to pre=

vent the coming of the next phases:

stanatic distortion of the position of tha mita:

Phase 10.

ques comm

made use of are?

st

of ths

1,

argumentsof the other group that
Not paying my attention to t
are close to om position or to common valu2s of the two groups but disclaiming than as tricks, "not really believed in".

2.

Not paying my attention to the members of the other group who have

3s

Projection of the other group's position into the extrema so that it
vecomss easier to attack.

he

Use of psychologistic and sociologistic arguments: shifts of atten=
tion to reasons why the antagonist has the argument away from the
content of the argummt. "Bad environmont", "childhood experience"
considered more relevant than the content of the argunmt.

the best argumentation a@ who are close to canmon symbols of the tno
groups ~ but disclaiming them as "not typical of the group".

The reasons why this can happen seam to be:
a.

It increases the svaluation of ow group and decreases the evalua-

tion of ths osher group - or rather, the opposite policy might have
the opposite effect.

Pies 2,

bo

It Boe, any change in the balance the polarization has brought

c.

Repeated argumentation requires exaggeration to have any effect on

abouts

oneself and one's own group, because of change of anchoring pointso

Systematic distortion of the perception of the other groupe
ques comm

use

of

are:

Of the techo

© 3h es
Quantitative distortion - reducing the number of members of the
other group. this can be done in two ways: either by simply giving a
lower number than the “disinterested observer" would find, or by ine
voking hypotheses to the effect that a large portion of the group
only follows their leaders willysnilly,ocr are forced by the leaders
to follow then and would stay neutral cr join one's own group if
the decision were up to themselves. Another version of this argue
ment is the "mental enfarcoment", whether it goes under the name of
"misleading" or "brainashing".
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Qualitative distortion « raducing the quality of the members of the
otier group. ihis can be done in a number of wys: by decreasing
the proportion of high-status pecple in the group and increasing the

proportion of Iowestatus people (claiming that they are all "women,

youngsters snd meducated people”) or redefining stabus-criteria 80

that high-status people become: Lowsstiatua people (“eggeheads" and
derisive use of the tem "“sducated"),

reasoms why this can happen seem to bes
Bo

Ths very limited interaction between the two groups mekes automae

De

Tho general tendency to sea only tho cases that verify the gensral
hypothesis about the low value of tha othar group - yelsctive por~

tically for the quantitative reduction ~ simply based on experiences

ception.

Phase 12. Systematic suspicion of the other
monly usod ave:

Lo

.

Of the techniques most come

Implying that ths other group is fight:

a hoperealistic conflict

o@ they fight the conflict on the are Yevel just sn order 60 cone

are tha ground for some
ceal activities in cther fields or to
This is the "dubious
figks.
to
other latent conflicts they want
motives" argument.

20

implying that the other group are Idd from the outelde’ and actually
nt
are only functioning as puppets, thus degridingtiem independe

persons and trying to evoke the fear of an external threat or enemy

with high saliency in the group,

This is the "puppet-argument".

reasons why this can happon seem to be:
Qo

de

Ths social polatizaticn makes almost any hypothesis about the other
group unfalsifiable Be individual members of the group, since even
if individuals should went to Interact, they will be stopped by
deaders.

The general description of menbers of the other group as bad persons

makes it only natural to accept the explenabion of bad motives hide

den somexhere. Tho current "Communism"-argunant plays on both tech»
niguas above: on the one hand the antagonist group is fighting for
Communist goels; on ths other hand they are naive persons exploited
by hidden commumists to sexve their cause.

Phase 13:

Sorokin's law:

vics versa.

Increased intensity with increased polarization and

2 Be
We have split the concept of intensity into two parts, manifest intensity on the behavioral level md latent intensity on the attitudinal
level, We shall reformulate the law as two propositions:

1.

‘The higher the polarizatim, the higher tho manifest intensity.

2.

The more

a.

The reason for the first seams to be that the stripping for action,
the. polarization, the distorted parception, distortion of position
and systematic suspicion all contribute to the sams thing: facilitae
tion of the adoption of strmger measures, bacause of decreasing
identification with the other group.

bo

The factor of transition to intergroup perspective seems to ba exe

the

prima

ths rolation wes before the
Yo

tremely important <— acting on behalf of the group mekes it possible

to be much more marciless
co

the higher

polarization,

.

Former primary relations will leave an impression of ambivalent ca-

thexis of the othsr group which wo assume that the polarization is
not able to erase completely, ‘The more intense this primary relation
was the more emotion will theve be to pul into the conflict (compare
the casas of civil wer, factional fights in religious and political

groups, otc.).

From now on the conflict, so to say, feeds on itself. The polarization
has brought increasing manifest intensity, and increasing manifest inten=
sity will be used to reinforce ths conceptions of the other group mane
tioned under the three forsgoing phases, This will in turn bring about
even more polarization, etc. This vicious circle, hosever, is by no means
to be considered unavoideble, but rather as something an intraegroup con=
flict will very easily lead into if the tendencies ere not efficiently
counteracted.

Some important factors facilitating or impeding polarization:

de The interlocking ‘of -status-sets.
It scems reasonable to assume that ths more statuses
tend to go together, the more will this facilitate polarization.

If we have a system with m status-dimension and the number of, ste~
tuses in each is 1,5 Nyy « « Bs oe n Where we almays. have ny7 29

the number of possible statusesets bacomes:

Ny!2o0 oeoo a,

which in ths spscial case where all. n, 32 reduces to

m
2
The most polarized system will be a system where only two of these

statusesots are roalized in the system, with 50% of the members of

the system in cach. Thero seem to be thres dimensions to the
polerization of status«sets:

ae
Bo
c.

How ane of the possible status-sots are realized in the stem
iG Tealized statusesets,
is there be
much overlap
How even or slawed 18 the distrbucion Gi tha. memosrse

We shall refer to this as status-polarization.

If we assume that

people interact more with Persons With the Same status than with
people. with a different statue and hsnce more with people with whom

they have a great or complete overlap in statuse-sets = then it
seems raascasble to assum that

the higher the status-polarization, ths higher the conflicte
ation
po.
.
the lower the statusepolarization, tho lowar the confli

zation

There are tao important special cases of status-dimensions:

1.

The casa uhare the statuse-dimonsions are conflict-dimensions.

White is the taious old proposition (Coser, Wil iams)about
a society can bs "sem together by the conflicts", provided
that there is no polarizetion along the conflict~dimanslcns
Conversaly the more there is of a tendency to have the same
groupings of people in meaningfully different conflicts, tha
more Will the polarization due to a new conflict with the sams
parties be facilitateds

2,

The case there the stabus-dimsnsions are ronkedimensions,
nm

this caso, we Wi

gab seaGus-polard:Zation of sopdog and

underdog statuses. We refer to sectica 5 zor further analysiso
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The Interieckiniof ilowvitorsciion or Sora) Inberbebions
It seems reasonable to believe that the more people are
tied together in their role-relations, the nore will the conflicte

polarisation be impsdsd.

The extreme case is where holders of all

«37 =
statuses interact with holders of all the other statuses - but in
more complex systems we will only have this realized within sube
systems and only few formel contacts between tha sub-systems. We

shall refer to this as role-polevisation and assute that

the higher the role-polarization, ths highsr the conflicte
zation
0.
——
polars
the lower the role-polarizaticn, the Joxer tho conflict-polar

gation

3e The interlocking of informal interaction.
It seoms reascnable to believe that the more people

ave tied together in their informal relations, the more will the
conflict-polarigzation be impeded, The oxtrema case is vhere al

individuals intaract with all other individuals « but in more com

plex systems we will only have this realizsd within sub«systens
and only fea informal contacts betucen the systems, We shall refer
to this as informal polarization and assume that

the higher the informel. polarization, the highor the conflict»

polarization

ths loser the informal polarization, the lower the contaceperseaAcLon

» Be

7. Propositions about the genesis of conflict.

conflict considers

undes:

conrli

This seems to bs the case because:

The first kind of presentation will facilitate the "change of mind"
because of the implied downgrading of the importance of the conflicts

The second kind of presentation will facilitate the mobilization of

energy and sentiment in one's om group because of the upgrading of
the importance of the conflict.

It seems that a distinction can be made between “otleredirected" and
"imneredivected" attitudes and behavior in conflicts = where the first
is the kind of bshavior directed primarily at the cther party, the
second the kind of behavior directed tomards one’s cm grouDs

propositions point out important fields of "other-directed" and “ine
ner-directed" conflici-behavior,
PROP 7.2:

There exist conflicts that are perceived only, because of the _possie
e
or:

Insufficient or distorted commmication about the valuss of the

1.

je Paruys

@
be

@.

2.

PROP 703:

because of no chamels of commmication,
because of blocking of precexisting channels of commmication,

because of noise in the communication chamels so that the —

infomation is distorted, deliberately or net. A very impore
tant special case here is semantic noise where verbal anbiguie
ties cause distorted perceptions.

Insufficient or distorted insight about the mans avallable for
Sabisracuton of

the valuss at

issua@.

Thero exist conflicts that are non-realistic,

and they can be of all

fie sixtecn typss indicated ian tho diagram in. section be
Examples of all sixteon types:

1,4:

An intre«personal conflict because of a choice batween two cane
Gidstes for marriage can be acted out as a choice between tuo

careers (o.gce, a3 a choice betmeon to majors).

1,2:

Incapacity to mals a cholce between tmo conflicting demands can

lead to a frustration that is acted out as an aggression against

wife, etc.

239 =
1,3:

The theory that the conflict between sexual stimulation and sex~
ual repressica may be acted out as attacks on other groups, 6s=

pecially as suspicions that they are planning sexual assaults.
1,4:

The theory that for instance Prussian aggression can be retraced
to conflicting demands in the early childhood, o.ge, between
urge for excretion and premature tollet-training.

2,1:

The bad conscience effect of a hostility between clese friends
which is not acted out but manifests itself om the intra-personal
Jevel only. ‘The internalization of family problems.

2,2:

The classic stoxy about the subjugated hustand who takes it cub
on his workers as a supervisor.

2,3:

The theory that worler-management conflicts give the workers a
patterned outlet for tension cumluted in family conflicts or
other inter-personal conflicts,

2,h:

The systematic use of inter-personal hostility in inter-sociotal
warfare,

3,1:

The internalization of ona's om group’s problems with another

group, Oege, the Christian's internalization of doubt in the

latent conflict with atheist groupse
3,2:

Sudden interepersonal hostility may result fron group-conflicts

because of the pressure and the cumulated tension,

flicteorgenizations may be taken as an example.

life in con-

3,3:

The invention of scapegoat groups, ¢.gs, the clever transforma=

35h:

The escape from “troubles at hone", e.g», the often mentioned

tion of the latent follower-leader conflict in Nazi Germany. to
an anticJewish movemant,
thsory for Arab anti-Israel campaigns.

Durkhoim's sltruistic officer, who commits

4,1:

The classic caso:

4,2:

As 3.2, no difference in principle. Life in a society when there
is a fooling of oxternal. threat but before the threat has mteria

suicide of desperation even when tho inter-scciety conflict is
latent only.

alized,

Prisoners’ translatica of their conflict with society to

a conflict with the prison guards,

PROP 7.4:
-

4,3:

As 3.2 end h,.2 ~ nervousness and tension resulting in escaps into
non-realistic group conflicts within the sccisty.

4h:

The at least partial contemporary translation of the conflict bee

‘een underetavelopsd end over-doveloped countries to a conflict
between East and West.

Ono conflict on the manifest level may serve as a safoty-valve for other
.
en
ets ca
6

«lO ~

This seems to be possible because:

ae Poeee outlet - through conflict behavior on the manifest

of the cunulated conflictesentiment from the
some or
other conflicts may be released,

De

sm = conflict~behavior aggression
6 conflict may be channeled
ved antagonist in the manifest conflict. This
4s the scapegoat technique.

ec.

Direct 2gpneee:ce

this is a more adequate tension release than

foregoing if it is possible to identify the party to the
0
manifest conflict with the party to the latent conflict. The
sefetyavalve mechanism will then only ensue if the manifest con=
flict is less intense (c.g., because less fundamental values are

involved) than ths latent’ conflict would be if acted out,

PROP 7.5:

d,

Displaced attention ~ through menifest activity, tha attention may

@e

this is the opposite of c above: if the manle
paps. effects
ch defines otwar conflicting parties than the latent
es’
conflict dees, it may sexve as a unifier of the latent entagonists.

bs Prescted away from tha latent conflict.

Nonerealistic conflicts will tend to be

jected in introvert, intropunitive cultures

OxcrOvEert, Oxtr

FOS’
PROP

.

PROP

WO cuLoures

If we assume that the Scandinavian culture is relatively

introvert, there should be a high rate of self-destructive
man Semdinavian countries.
end a.
acts as suicide
If we assunc ‘that the Mediterranean culture is relatively
extrovert, there should be a high rate of cther=destructive

acts as_honic

Qrransan C OUNCTLESe

and assa

For confirming empiricel evidence, see From: The Sane Society, ppe
8-9, What is suggested is that the high rate of suicide in the three
Scandinavian comtries is partly dus to the tendency for sosiat cone"
flicts to be expressedas ‘personal, conflicts, and vice versa for Latin
countries.

PROP 7.6:

le a group is

tis more

visib
Vulmorable a group is, 1.0, in a position not to retaliate,
distant 3% is, isca, so that an attack on it is
cult

the more

group, and
contact there is with the group =

Tho more

the more

hot

at

tho sam time an attack on the culture of one's oma
m wil

selected as the

ohh

PROP 707:

‘The more
pzi
the yelationship, the more non-realistic elemats
sili te Gott into the conPtice:
The more second.

the relationship,

stl be Erouphe Teto the contlict.

the less non-realistic elemants

This seems to be the case because:

a.

b.

The more primary a relationship is, the more diffuse is it, and

with increasing diffuseness comes increasing contact-surface so
that there vill be more value-disagreement to choose from,

The more secondary the relationship is the more specific will it

bes hence the less possibility will there be of finding additional
Valusedisagresients

PROP 7.8:

‘1,

‘The more primaxy the relaticaship, the more will fundmental com=
flicts be latent only.

2.

The more primary the relationship, the more will realistic conflicts be trensformed to nen-realistic conflicts.

3.

The more primary the relationship, the more willthe saliency of
conflict~issues be reduced.

This saems te be the case because of:
@

be

PROP 709%

rf

the importance @& a primary relationship to the participants and

the fear of losing its

the fear of letting leosa the forces associated with primary rola=
tions.

icipation in a reletionship is not considered yalusble by both

parties,

then:

ls the more mnifest will all, kinds of conflicts bas
2.

30

the more will nom-realistic conflicts be transformed to realistic

eontiiotes

the more will the salionsy of confiict<issues be inereased.

This seems to be tha case; because all thrse can be regarded as teche

niques for severing ties with a party in a reiatlonship.
PROP “7.10

Eee in a relationship is considered valuable by both

parties,
1,

then:

the Jess shared conssnsus there is about thefundanental values,
The lesa maniteas Will nosermidamencal COmtIscES OBe

~ hee
2.

‘the more shared consensus there is about the fundamental values,
more

‘est

wa

non

ERen

eon.

S

°

This seems to be the case because:

ng
in the first case, the porties will not take the risk of bringi

any conflict out in the open (eege, newly formed couples, people
peeraia in love, the sucetness of the first days of any
alliance).

De

a
in the second case, the parties will teke the Fisk of bringing
ent
confid
s,
couple
rained
conflict out in the open (e.g., woll~t
that "we have something in comon even though we quarrdl a lot",

neighboring countries with no big but many small fights, ete.).
these relationships, the conflicts can be afforded.

In

~438.

Propositions about the genesis of conflict (ctd).

PROP 8,1:

If the relative size of classes of people with different ranks

changes, the probability of some kind of conflict will increase.

(Andrezejeski, p. 19 for class-conflict).

1.

if the topdog class increases relatively (through differential

birthrate, polygyny, better living stenddards, etc.) something
must be done to maintain their rank. If their economic rank is
threatened, the result may, be further suppression of the underdog or external conflict.
If the social rank is threatened,
the'result may be a differentiation of the topdog group in the

“real” topdogs and a middle class.

2.

if the underdog class increases relatively (through differential birthrate, mainly), the resuit will probably be

increasing frustration because thei: conditions will at least

relatively speaking become worse. The aggression resulting
from this may be turned outward against an external enemy,

against the topdogs: or inward against the underdogs (self-hatred).
PROP 8.2:

The more visible and the more rapid the change in the rank-distance
between two groups, the higher the probability of conflict (Williams,

p. 69).

PROP. 8.3:

The more rapid the social change, the higher the probability of
vonflict. (Williams, p. 56).
Because adjustment to the new values (or s-f matrices) introduced by

the social change will more likely than not be differential, and this
means that subsystems will have different values and try to realize them.

PROP 8.4:

If there is a break-down in status-expectations, conflict is likely

to ensue.(Williams p. 57).

Because
break-down of this kind, will make the different actionsystems less aware of the social means available to them in different

situations.

PROP 8.5:

The greater the division of labor in the system:
1.

the greater the tendency to suppress fundamental conflict, and

2.. the greater the tendency tc have noa-fundamental conflicts.
This seems to be the case because:
a.

division of labor meazs interdependence, and hence there will
be a fear of disruption of the supersystem.

b.

division of labor means differential values.

~44-

9.

Propositions about the intensity of conflicts.

PROP 9.1:

The latent intensity will be higher,
1.

the more identification there is with
the supersysten

within which the conflict takes place,

2.

the more fundamental the conflict is, if the values are

internalized,

3.

the more primary the relationship between the parties to
the conflict.

This seems to be the case, because:
the identification will cause greater concern,

b.
ce

@ primary relationship will call for a more total
devotion

to the relation, also in times of conflict,

the two together will be particularly important in promot
ing

high latent intensity.

To what extent the intensity becomes manifest seems to
be dependent on

@ number of other factors, as indicated in
PROP 9.2:

The manifest intensity wili be higher,
1.

the more there are of secondary relationships between
the

conflicting parties,

the less there are of primary relationships between
the
conflicting parties (e.g., intermarriages) .
the less the identification with the supersysten,

the more collectivistic the orientation.

This seems to be the case, because:
there will be fewer restraints and less identification with

the other party, which in turn will make extreme
manifest
measures possible.

identification with the sypersystem will inhibit the

conflicting parties because of the loyalty to the symbol
s

they have in common - but the condition is that they see

the system as a supersystem for both parties, not only
as
&@ system one party alone represents, with the other party
as
® deviant group.

-45ce.

PROP 9.3:

a collectivistic orientation will give the individual more
security because of the feeling of representing something
higher than himself -- a collectivity, and this feeling may
be reinforced by means of suitable symbols.

The more primary the relationship was before the conflict, and

the more secondary it has become because of polarization, the
higher both manifest and latent intensity.

This is a very important combination of the two foregoing ones,
and important for the analysis of civil wars, jealously, etc.

10.

Propositionsaboutc:
The church-sect dichotomy seems useful here as in organizational theory
in general:

DEF 10 1:

A conflict-organization is of the church-type if it is formal,
tolerant within, mainly secondary within, with a specific,
segmental devotion and leadership with legal or traditional

power’.

A conflict-organization is of the sect-type if it is informal,
intolerant within, mainly primary, with a diffuse, total

devotion end charismatic leadership.
PROP 10.1:

The likelihood is that the conflict-organization will be of the
church-type,

1.

the more ad hoc the Conflicts are,

2.

the larger the group is, and

3.

the more it embodies of the values of the sypersysten,.

The likelihood is that the conflict-organization will be of the
sect-type,

PROP 10.2:

PROP 10.3:

1.

the more continuous the conflicts are,

2.

the smaller the group is, and

3.

the more it embodies of deviant values.

The conflict-group will be the more monocratic, hierarchic and

centralized,
1.

the more the conflict requires of division of labor,

2.

the greater the group

3.

the less cohesive the group was before the conflict,

4.

the more fundamental the conflict,

5.

the more frequent the conflicts (Andrzejewski 92).

The predominance of attack over defense promotes centralization

The predominance of defense over attack oromotes decent
ralization.

This seems to be the case because attack and defense have to
do
with taking of the initiative in the conflict, and
it seens

reasonable to believe that it takes more centralization
in a conflict-

Situation to teke initiative than to yieid or respond
to initiative,
because of the differential amount of Planning and
coordination

involved.

(Andrezejewski 75)
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PROP 10.4:

All conflicts will contribute to the establishment of borderlines
around systems that are parties to the conflict, because system-

membership will become more salient.

PROP 10.5:

A conflict will have a unifying effect on an action-system:

1.
2.

the more it is considered a threat to the system as a whole,

and

the more there is of homogenous desire to belong to the system

(Williams p. 58).

